Ask Catherine
Feb 2, 2021

Introduction:
We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at
Subscriber Input.
Thanks for your questions!
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Cash and Precious Metals
Question: From ER

Hello Catherine,
I am a new subscriber. I came here, because I am wanting to learn and understand finances from a more sovereign prospective. I want to be free of
companies and systems that are trying to control me (which I have been very
successful doing in other areas of my life). I want to understand better, so I
can make better choices moving forward. I want to move my money out of a
big bank into something local, but I do not know what to look for. I also am
still trying to understand gold/silver, and planning for my future. I am working on many small changes to help my family and I, to be able to stand on our
own two feet. Good things are happening, but I am definitely carrying some
fear about money decisions. I am a single mother, beginning the process of
providing for my family on my own. I trust God will help guide me, but I
also know I need to do my homework. I have been slowly going through the
archives, learning all that I can, but it is so much information to take in! I understand that every person’s situation is different, and what one person is
comfortable wtih isn’t something that would work for another person, but is
there a “baby step” guide to help people like me start to understand and make
better choices about where we put our money? No matter what, I am grateful
for all the information here, and will keep reading and learning.
Thank you so much for all your wisdom you are sharing!
Question: From MY (email)
Hi Catherine,
My wife and I are new subscribers and enjoying the content.
We heard on one of your reports that their are certain banks that are better to
keep your money in whilst this great reset is invoked.
What banks are those?
Thanks in advance.

CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From RB
[Not really precious metal but…]
Locally here in SE Pennsylvania, scrap collectors would pay $10-$20 for a
used catalytic converter. Now we are being offered as much as $500 for a
catalytic converter. This is s big change, a huge jump in price. What
changed?
Standard scrap has also jumped from $8 per 100lbs, to $12-$13 per 100lbs.
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From MG
Are we about to witness the rise of the US dollar? I have been following
Steven for awhile and his theory is starting to be proven correct. A rising US
dollar, GFC 2.0, recession in 2021.
https://youtu.be/4-7UbAkc8KM
CAF Notes & Links:
Covid-19
Question: From LDS
It's obvious that Mr. Global has hijacked the virus, whatever it is, to suit his
purposes. I don't know anyone who has ever died from influenza, but yet I
know many people who have died from whatever this so-called Covid-19
virus is. Just because it's been hijacked and manipulated doesn't mean that
whatever is happening isn't real and deadly. So, what is it?
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JW (email)

[Not really a question, just a thought about masks]
Hello Catherine!
Earlier tonight I was watching my boys work on animations and films using
their new iPads. The topic of “Deep-Fake” videos came up and how they
would love to try the software so they could make funny memes about Fauci
or animate Birx’s scarf lol. I had no idea what a “Deep Fake” was so I did
some research. You probably know but Deep Fakes are videos made of a person, usually a celebrity, saying something they normally would never say.
They are also used to put people in porn films they never agreed to and other
horrible stuff. Yikes. My poor kids 14 & 9 just wanted to make a funny
meme for heaven’s sake!
The most interesting fact I found out about the Deep Fake video technology
was that it’s difficult making the videos look real because they have a hard
time syncing the mouth with other parts of the face. Then I remembered,
sometime last month you said maybe the masks are because of clones, they
can’t get the mouth to look right. I laughed a bit but it gave me the chills and
I filed that thought away...
Maybe you are right except it’s for digital “Deep Fake” videos that they
would use after Biden dies before he is supposed to, or they just want to
“elect” fake people from now on.
It was just a thought that made the hair on the back of my neck stand up.
Ugh. I hate masks.
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From CJ
Does anyone have any “high octane speculation” as to what the hell this is all
about? Good God.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/roberthart/2021/01/27/china-deploys-anal-swab-tests-to-detect-high-risk-covid-19-cases/
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From MR

Catherine, if you look at US patent US2020279585(A1), dated 2016, submitted by Richard Rothschild. It’s title is System and Method for Testing for
COVID-19. That is COVID-19 was around before 2016 and testing methods
were being developed!!!!!This pandemic was planned!
CAF Notes & Links:
From what I can tell pandemics have been planned/and or used to consolidate
political and economic power ever since the bubonic plague. I am researching
whether the pattern is associated with historical changes to the reserve currencies.
Question: From CZ
[Not a question but may be worth including]
Dear Catherine, Darlene, and our terrific Solari Community,
The magic virus hit our home this January. Being Mexican, I was prepared
for months with Ivermectin by my side. We were told to take it, without any
delay, upon the very first symptoms.
Out of the blue one day, I woke up and my nose and ears began to suddenly,
rapidly and violently become congested. I felt strangely weak. I took 12mg.
of Ivermectin and within an hour that bizarre congestion activity in my head
came to a sudden halt. There was an intense, symptomless struggle within my
body. Day 4 seemed to be a repeat of Day 1. This reminded me very much of
Ulrike’s twitter post (https://www.technology.org/2020/11/15/researchersengineer-tiny-shape-changing-machines-that-deliver-medicine-to-the-gitract/). At the end of Day 5, as suddenly as “it” arrived, “it” left. My husband, my male guest, my 16 year old daughter and I all displayed different
symptoms. The younger children had minor sniffles.
I’m convinced this was not a virus. For me, it was an assassination attempt.
Somehow this has emboldened me and I feel nothing short of crowned because my faith, hope and love have been increased.
It is with great love for each of you that I share this. Thank you, Catherine
and Darlene for your work, your example and your training.
CAF Notes & Links:

Great description.
Sounds like a more virulent version of what I got last February – was just using megadoses of vitamins. It hung around forever – it took me until lots of
sun in August to get rid of the lingering cough and congestion.
Really appreciate the reports. It really does pay to have Ivermectin or HCQ
on hand
Feedback
Question: From WB
Previously, you mentioned Mr. Global is acting as if there is a coming hard
deadline. From what I have seen, it is likely driven by people waking up and
recognizing the Disney Land/Looney Toons reality. During campaign season
I saw ardent Biden supporters remove their signs when the Hunter Biden
scandal surfaced. We are seeing this further with the recent “GameStonks”
debacle.
Side note, I would really enjoy expanded community features, like Dr. Farrel
is implementing on Giza Deathstar.
Thanks for all the hard work you and the Solari team accomplish!
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JI
I HAVE GREAT GREAT GREAT GREAT DIFFICULTY FINDING ANYTHING ON THIS WEB SITE I CAN NOT EVER GET ANYWHERE I
HAV PAID FOR A SUBSCRIPTION AND I WANT TO READ THE STAE
OF OUR CURRANCIES AND IT IS NOWHERETO BE FOUND I PUT IN
THE SEARCH AND IT JUST ANCELS EBVERY TIMRE I PUT IT IN
YOUR WEB SITE DOES NOT MAKE ANY SENCE AB\ND DXOES NOT
WORK WHY CAN ;T I JUST PUT IN THE SEARCH AND HAVE IT
FIND WHAT I WANT INSTEAD OF IT CANCELLING I AM EXTREMELY FRUSTRATED MAKE THIS WEB SITE USER FRIENDLY

CAF Notes & Links:
Here is the link to my audio discussion and the PDF digital copy
https://home.solari.com/the-state-of-our-currencies-take-two/
This link will take you straight to the digital magazine:
https://home.solari.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/2019-Q2-Wrap-UpState-of-Our-Currencies-Spreads.pdf
Apologies that you have difficulty finding it. It normally comes up on a
search. We have a direct link from the home page that got taken down. I have
asked the team to put it up.
If you would like Customer Service to help you learn the site just let them
know at customerservice@solari.com. Make sure you check out our Welcome page here https://home.solari.com/welcome-page/
Question: RP
Bug report: “All News” tablepress is missing 2021 stories, which appear in
sub-topics, e.g. Geopolitics.
CAF Notes & Links:
We can not duplicate the problem. Can you check again. Appreciate it.
Question: RP
Catherine, “The Lives of Others,” this week’s Let’s Go to the Movies is one
of my favorite films. Is it possible that “Never Look Away” from the same
director, Florian Henckel Von Donnersmarck, will be the next one? Both are
so timely and have been critically acclaimed. I consider the latter an epic and
I hope if it is not next week’s, then in the near future.
CAF Notes & Links:

We have reviewed before and chosen it as a movie of the year. Given the current purge, it is a good one to revisit.
Going Direct Reset
Question: From AS
Catherine: Mercola again featured your Planet Lockdown video on 1.16.21.
In a paragraph in the section “The End of Currencies” he states this: “As explained by Fitts, the central banks are currently working to bring a new economic transaction system online. This would be CBDCs, aka central bank
digital currencies. This is one of the reasons why I strongly believe that holding crypto assets like Bitcoin, Ethereum and Polkadot, could serve to protect
you from their plan. Not only will they appreciate by anywhere from 10 to
100 times, but they are decentralized and can immunize you and your family
against this nefarious plan.”
My question is: If CBDC comes to fruition, will other cryptos (Bitcoin,
Ethereum, etc.) be usurped, or otherwise made defunct by CBDC? I don’t
quite trust that anything other than the BIG would be allowed, or would remain secure and untouched under such a scenario.
I would love hearing your thoughts on this. Thanks!
CAF Notes & Links:
1. They regulate the others into the ground
2. They let them die slowly on the ground
3. They allow a small market to percolate along
All the cryptos run on their hardware and systems – so are unlikely to protect
unless we institute massive grassroots encryption as Binney has suggested.
The surviving alternatives should have a digital and physical component.
Digital alone will not do it.
Question: From TR
I am not a large investor. I have invested most of my capital in real estate,
single-family rentals, therefore not very liquid. I am 75, have 22 rentals, and

am curious about your opinion of what effect the Democrat (One World Order) policies will have on my investment. Normally, I would think there will
be inflation, which should not hurt me too badly, but even though I have an
MBA degree and was pretty good at managing companies, I am not very
knowledgeable about the Central Bank operations and would appreciate your
advice on what my best plan of action should be.
CAF Notes & Links:
Health
Question: From JM
Hi Catherine. I’m a new subscriber and am absolutely fascinated with you
and your body of knowledge about so many things.
You’ve talked and written about the harms of vaccines and the devastating
toll that they have taken on too many children and their families. Have you
delved much into the world of psychiatric drugs and cult of modern biomedical psychiatry that touts them as safe and effective when they destroy untold
number of lives? I follow Dr. Peter Breggin who is an activist about these
drugs and have heard your interview with him on his radio program discussing other topics. Big Pharma has hijacked psychiatry and made absolute
fools of all of them as they behave like a cult masquerading as a medical profession and science. It’s so shameful that in my opinion it shouldn’t even be
designated a medical speciality any longer. I’d be most interested in any of
your commentary about psychiatry in general and psychiatric drugs, specifically. It's an atrocity how they have been They have been foisted on trusting
patients by doctors who are willfully ignorant of their dangers when they are,
in fact, no safer than chemo.
I live in Memphis so I'm glad to know that we're nearly neighbors! Thanks
for all that you do and for being a beacon of light in this dark world.
CAF Notes & Links:

Question: From W
Hi Catherine:
I have begun doubling down on supporting local sources of fresh food in my
area, opting for local and regional stores for every single item that I can regardless of cost and minimizing purchases at places like Whole Foods and
Costco.
I ran into one issue last week at my local co-op. I buy everything organic if I
can find it. When it came time to buy carrots, I could purchase locally-grown
carrots not certified organic (but gmo- and pesticide-free), or purchase USDA-certified organic carrots not locally grown. I am running into the same issue researching farms in my state. It looks like getting USDA-certification is
not worthwhile for many local farmers, whether it's for grass-fed and grasspastured animals or fruits and vegetables. And there's plenty of criticism of
lax organic standards here in the US compared to other countries (or even
compared to certain states' standards here); I just read that 'organic' livestock
production here permits the administering of a host of different vaccines. As
you always say, "Who's your farmer?" I can trust the USDA organic logo, but
not the word of long-established local farmers? (For what it's worth, I am a
proud Weston A. Price member, but my local chapter contact never got back
to me.)
What say you? Also, I remember you often mentioning a local dairy farm in
or around Hickory Valley that went out of business due to food safety rules.
If it's possible, I think a Solari Report interview with them would be an interesting listen.
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From KN
I have been reading and listening to the various items on Solari and am very
impressed with Catherine and her team but also all the subscribers

comments/poems etc! Thank you for all who contribute.
Question: on the vodaphone bit chute link (it is amazingly informational!), he
mentions that one gets ill after about 6 mos. of exposure…I wonder how long
it takes for people to become immune to the mm waves and not affected anymore?
Another question: with all this forewarning and knowledge that we have here
(which I thoroughly enjoy reading) with no way to prepare (I am not sure
about prevent either, as I see what Mr. Globalony did to Trump in the USA),
other than supporting with donations, which I have done, isn’t it worse to
know what’s going to possibly happen? Wouldn’t it be freer to simply be
blissful and enjoy the rest of our lives?
Please help me reconcile this debate I am having with myself…
CAF Notes & Links:
I am a great believer in knowing when to duck. In my experience, people
who understand the risk issues and do a good job of navigating the risk, do
better in this environment. Spend time with a family destroyed by vaccine injury? Was their ignorance blissful? No. Their ignorance contributed to killing
and maiming one or more of their children in a manner that wrecked the resources available to the siblings, caused divorce, poverty, etc. I have seen
such ignorance allow families to be destroyed by financial fraud. And on an
on. The goal is to develop a good map and then use that map to significantly
improve your effectiveness in investing your time and resources for the best
result for you.
Question: From HN
SOS: Trying to save a tooth, or two
Three “holistic” dentists have told me that one of my molars has a dying
nerve that cannot be saved since it’s hot & cold sensitive. I have another molar that is also intermittently hot & cold sensitive.
My only options, they told me, are root canals or extractions. I’ve had a few
root canals in the past, before I learned of Dr. Hall Huggins’ work, so no
more for me.

I’m not convinced that there’s nothing that can be done. After all, if everything in the universe is vibration, correcting a presumably unhealthy vibration should be possible.
Any suggestions of someone I can consult, dentist or otherwise?
Much appreciated
CAF Notes & Links:
Dr. Thomas Levy was just on the Wellness Series. I would check out his
website as he is an expert in the topic.
There is also an excellent 2-hour documentary [on Royal Rife?]. We have
played several times in Lets Go to the Movies.
Question: From HN
Royal Rife
Hi Catherine, I just saw your comment to Richard Lindo’s post about Royal
Rife:
“There is an excellent 2 hour documentary. We have played several times in
Lets Go to the Movies.”
A Solari search on Royal Rife didn’t turn up any documentary, only a review
of The Field: The Quest for the Secret Force of the Universe.
If there’s a documentary about RRR, I’d love to watch it. If it’s not on Solari.com, can you give me the title?
CAF Notes & Links:
If you do not find it on home.solari.com go to the library to search pre-2017
archives
http://www.zerozerotwo.org/
Question: From HG
Joseph eluded to not listening to certain composers of classical music. As a
nurse and Certified in Sound Therapy I am aware of intention and energy embedded in music. I have requested in our local online paper classical music

cds to have on hand for a sound table for full body treatments. Which composers and period should I stay away from?
CAF Notes & Links:
Local Gatherings
Question:
CAF Notes & Links:
Recommended Links
Question: From KR
Hi, Catherine, and Happy New Year.
I just came acros this documentary film about the mother lode of missing
money parked in off-shore havens: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=np_ylvc8Zj8
Would love to see you sink your teeth into the matter with a special Solari
Report on the subject.
BTW, it seems to me that if you want to find out where Mr. Global lives all
you need to do is to find someone to hack into the off-shore haven accounts,
as I believe happened in Panama several years ago.
In any case, how hard can to find a Russian hacker, preferably an adolescent,
who’ll have you a list of names and addresses by the end of the day! The
producers of the film list five sane and legitimate steps that can be taken to
shed light on off-shore havens so that we the people can recover the revenues
that ought and should be taxed. But I’m afraid if we go by the book, the devil
will continue to outwit us. So, pray for a hacker with a conscience and the
talent and the skills to hack his way to the truth.

All the best, always,
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From G
Dear Catherine,
First of all I would like to express a huge thank you to you and your team for
vigilantly, honestly, and insightfully sharing news, opinions and actionable
intelligence related to current events. I have found the Solari Report to be an
invaluable source of pertinent data in my endeavor to find solutions based actions I can take on a daily basis.
I am curious have you ever looked into having Dr. Zach Bush on for an interview? I feel like he could provide some really practical ‘actionable intelligence’ (on the individual, day to day preventative medicine front and also for
more broad topics like regenerative agricultural initiatives ).
Also, have you read either “Braiding Sweetgrass” (by Robin Wall Kimmerer)
or “Entangled Life” (by Merlin Sheldrake, son of Rupert Sheldrake)? I would
greatly appreciate if you would consider doing a book review on either of
them at some point.
Lastly, I was hoping to ask you if you have you seen any of these films/tv
episodes?
1. “The Man From Earth” (2008)
2. “The Last Mimzy” (2007)
3. X-files season 10 episode 1 “My Struggle” (2016) and season 11
episode 10 “My Struggle IV” (2018)
The first two items (the movies) are just interesting stories that I would love
to hear your thoughts on (particularly with regards to The Last Mimzy, a

family oriented sci-fi where people from the future are trying to prevent a
catastrophe by making contact with two gifted children in the present. I found
the depiction of the dystopian aspect of the future in which people were
wearing full body suits / ‘socially distancing’ to be interesting considering
current events.). The Man From Earth is just more just some philosophical
food for thought written around a fun twist in the story.
The x-files episodes on the other hand contain content of a more profound
nature that I feel is very pertinent to current events. The first episode (you
can watch here: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x61t0qr especially the
part starting at time index 27:25 in the episode) has a scene where Molder
character does a speech where he describes various covert activities of ‘Mr.
Global’ (that I know to be factual and not fictional) and I am wondering if
you feel this was part of some kind of psyop (to discredit anyone who would
talk about that subject matter, because it must be ‘made up’ as it is “on that x
files show so how can it be real” kind of thing) or do you think that the content represented an attempt on the part of some writers to share truth with the
audience?
The second episode (here is a promo clip for the episode: https://www.imdb.com/video/vi3436100889?playlistId=tt6803128&ref_=tt_ov_vi ) is particularly interesting because the antagonist character is involved with engineering
a global pandemic. I would really enjoy hearing your thoughts on those two
episodes if you get a chance to watch them.
Thanks very much for your time.
I hope you have a lovely evening and a peaceful as well as prosperous week
ahead.
With gratitude and respect,
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From PQ (email)

Thank you for your great work, for being you!
I registered after a video posted on YT by Senta Dupuydt recommending «
The State of our Currencies ».
As we are all interconnected and bridges, here is my contribution. I recommend the book « Wars and Lies » by Canadian Sylvain Laforest. https://editionscharlou.com/ He’s made a tremendous job at re-telling the true story of
History since 1773 up to today, explaining how we are governed, manipulated, divided because of bankers (Rotschild in Europe, Rockfellers in the
US, to start with). Together with Ema Krusi, a swiss You Tuber and whistleblower, they’ve been smart at re-telling the story of the book through short
videos. It’s cap-ti-va-ting. And it just clarifies everything we are going
through, with a good sense of humour too (Bankers, Big Medias, Fake News,
Oil, Syria, Trump, Poutine ….) In French only at https://emakrusi.com/gallerie-videos/video-category/guerres-et-mensonges/.
Let’s join forces.
Love.
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From HN
Where can I get a hedge funds 101? I barely understand what they are. Did a
search of Solari, but didn’t find an obvious one.
CAF Notes & Links:
Wikipedia, Investopedia have basic definitions. Maybe more at GuruFocus or
Seeking Alpha. The first step is to learn the basic definitions.
Question: From RL
Antony Sutton interview re. Western assistance to enemies during war…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTDvLmEBESY
Catharine, are you familiar with John Calhoun’s mouse experiments? I’ll link
a video in case you aren’t…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgGLFozNM2o
It’s interesting to see the comments about how his experiments were flawed
in ways that would encourage behavioral sinks, but almost no one observes
how closely they correlate with America’s “welfare” experiments. Antony
was exactly right about welfare socialism being a close relative to Bolshevism and National Socialism. Cybernetics, hidden in plain sight.
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From MDP
Hello Catherine,
I have probably not dug in to the Solari report deep enough to see if you already
know about William Engdahl. I have been reading his books for years and he
is a wonderful person, and one of the best geopoliticians I know about.
Here is his website :
http://www.williamengdahl.com/index.php
I am trying to attach his latest newsletter to an email without success.
He lives in Germany, and an interview of him would be very interesting.
Kind regards
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JM and AG
Totally creepy podcasts – In-Q-Tel “B.Next” podcasts https://www.iqt.org/resources-news/podcasts/
Catherine, you may want to add as sub-category to Dr. Gates Creepy Tech!
The latest podcast from 1/26 “Synthetic Biology for Enhanced Biosecurity:
New Genetic Circuits and Switches” discusses bio-containment by building
protein “on/off switches” to control the behavior of genetically engineered
organisms (e.g., gene therapy in humans). Are the mRNA injections instructing the build of these switches??? Note toward the end, Gabriel Lopez (the
CEO/founder being interviewed) makes a comment about needing to track
the Intellectual Property associated with the technology, something I think

Catherine and Dr. Farrell touched on during the 2020 Annual Wrap Up series. We need to watch this company closely! synvivia.com
Also affiliated with UC Berkeley……..https://ipira.berkeley.edu/synvivia-inc
CAF Notes & Links:

Shadow Work
Question: From LDS
Dear Catherine:
I am a new subscriber. I’m trying out the Solari Report on a month by month
basis while I explore content and weigh an annual subscription. I was first introduced to you a few years ago via a Youtube interview on some channel
that I found completely bizarre - the Dark Journalist? - and on an even more
bizarre topic, to me at least. More recently, I’ve heard you on Greg Hunter’s
show.
I see you have an “Ask Catherine” feature on your Money and Markets wrap
up. I’m not sure if this question really falls there, but here goes. It concerns
Israel.
There seems to be a particular thread that runs throughout the writings and
videos of those who investigate the unseen way our world works, and the “little man behind the curtain,” or as you refer to it, Mr. Global. This thread runs
from the Rothschild progenitor right up to the creation of the State of Israel in
1948, and beyond.
This thread expresses the belief that somehow Israel came into being because
- as I actually read somewhere - one of the Rothschilds wanted a country for
himself in order to protect his interests abroad. Given both the miraculous nature and the extreme difficulty with how the modern Jewish State came to be
(not to mention their ongoing challenges in the Middle East today) that

strikes me as one of the stupidest things ever to appear in print. It’s the kind
of writing that could be in a companion volume to “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion.”
Which brings me to you. I’ve only heard snatches of things regarding Israel
in the brief time I’ve had access to the Solari Report, but I recognize that
thread. When you refer to Netanyahu and those who run Israel (I guess that’s
what you mean?) who are you lumping them in with and why? Is there
anywhere you have already addressed this on your website? A report or an
interview that explains your view? I didn’t get the impression that you were
an anti-Semite, so...what gives?
Thanks for any help.
And...since you are an avid reader, I have just started the book “I Am Cyrus:
Harry S. Truman and the Rebirth of Israel,” by Dr. Craig Von Buseck. I’ve
read a lot of Jewish history from a biblical perspective, and this looks to be
quite well done.
Sincerely,
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From J
First of all I just wanted to say I am a HUGE fan of you and Dr. Farrell, there
are times when listening to you two have discussions actually grounded in reality (REAL reality, not the fake one!) is the only thing that keeps me sane.
Because we do have two parallel structures of reality being constructed sideby-side, and what I wanted to bring to your attention is my research one of
the largest frauds ever perpetrated in terms of constructing a “Fake Reality.
This research is on the Income Tax Under 26 United States Code, or whether
such a thing actually exists. You are infinitely more capable and knowledgable so please if my information is completely off-base or I am missing
something, please let me know.

I would really appreciate it if you would take a look at this, and show it to the
appropriate people for further confirmation, and research. I’m going to attach
a Mac and Windows file just in case. You’re doing great work Catherine.
Also please not that any strong language in the briefing is directed at the
American public, not you!
All the Best,
CAF Notes & Links:
Question: From JS
Hi Catherine… Can you explain “Masonic” vs “Jesuit”?…also you refer to
Trump making a deal in November. What was the deal and who was it made
with?
CAF Notes & Links:
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/politics/fauci-lied-he-never-took-the-vaccine/?__cf_chl_jschl_tk__=f75fb3b2f62e3c08d4e3b4ecac7840ccfd6517c0-1611060646-0-ATXdnpzlNasPUhlE8WjsyikalYWNNRsCxNABWe6iOqqIOTdRK-Ol_Rc0768JcNZHOubuTZ79kTlZZpIA5nEYH_LX85h2g7zgYTSYE7DLo53dQJXYa3vLOr3UN0y86taEmRLSDzc-2uwRnDIEXha4atWMGCfid6XwpKEqGph9QpqPAPNO7XDqt-6O-hSQJQt7ihhzrrxlV_k6XyDM1q1DSQLz-sJH8cN3NFOj-kVdp38ZwJGxx6cHUAj87CNaFI2cvlYcHqoztrPIIvT2yUKbGW_kBIo9DQT0Jxk0IWJdOkvaNHXdbqT6t4MSnhGv1lwZUas1b3sCOmtevjpKOq7-m3hCnqUB7IagLAoQP_gOacrNd0jP7LghvAN7zjk6boR82tq2SwlesnBExU8gwU9CiGqHmZ9gE3MqL1xtOEVuVRDGs5KPkUejn3f3-fM-g8pAUDLDfQfDAaTcM_Y_cWkbQw
Masons are members of Freemason lodges and networks, Jesuits are members of the Society of Jesus of the Catholic
church https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_of_Jesus
More in Ask Catherine
Question: From CF

Catherine,
What do you think of FASAB56 as cover for implementing the quantum financial system?
CAF Notes & Links
Have you developed financial literacy of how the financial ecosystem works
in your town, county and state?
If a critical mass of people stop building and financing the global prison and
move away from mind control mediums and build instead things that are real
and worthwhile, anything is possible. When we all sit on the couch believing
we are only one person and what we do is not important and instead wait for
a series of covert operators to come fix everything, we will continue to slide
into oblivion.
This of FASAB 56 has a critical component of financial coup consolidation
and further change of control.
Question: From CS
Just wondering if all states have a tax funded Israel Advisory board within
the state government such as we do in Virginia…also known as a lobbying
group.
https://www.israellobby.org/VIAB/
CAF Notes & Links
Would be good to know. I want a count of how many US politicians and civil
servants hold more than one passport.
Would be great to know how much of the lobbying focused/related to government IT and telecommunications purchases and cybersecurity.
Question: From GM

Hello everyone, I hope you are all well and able to see some ‘light on the
horizon’ beyond this dark night of the soul for our civilization which we are
all currently living through.
I am posting today to see if anyone else here has watched the more recent
(2016-2018) “X-files rebooted” episodes? I feel like the content in the first
episode of the ‘re-booted series’ is important to carefully analyze. It contains
several scenes where there is a concise and accurate delivery of pertinent intel on active covert special access projects (presented under the guise of ‘just
being part of a script in a sci-fi show’).
I remember when I first heard they were gonna be reviving the X-files series
after so many years I was quite surprised as that is not common with shows
that have been inactive for so long (especially not with the same cast). Well, I
was even more surprised when I watched the first episode of the rebooted series, it contained segments where (as I said above) the characters described in
precise detail, active covert operations being carried out by “Mr. Global” and
friends (in a level of depth and precision I had not seen on any film or tv
show to date.)
I would really value hearing some of your opinions on this material.
The two episodes I am speaking about are:
X-files season 10 episode 1 “My Struggle” (2016)
and season 11 episode 10 “My Struggle IV” (2018)
The first episode (you can watch
here: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x61t0qr ) Please pay special attention to the part starting at time index 27:25 in the episode) which has a
scene where Molder and another character do a speech where they describe
various covert activities of ‘Mr. Global’ (that I know to be factual and not
fictional).
What do you think my friends? I am wondering if this was part of some kind
of psyop (to discredit anyone who would talk about that subject matter, because the very fact that it was on the ‘xfiles tv show’ strains creditability for
discussion the subject matter) or do you think that the content represented an
attempt on the part of some writers to share truth and/or a warning with the
audience?

The second episode (here is a promo clip for the episode: https://www.imdb.com/video/vi3436100889?playlistId=tt6803128&ref_=tt_ov_vi ) is particularly interesting because the antagonist character is involved with engineering a global pandemic.
I would really enjoy hearing your thoughts on those two episodes if you get a
chance to watch them.
Were they part of a Psyop? Or an attempt on the part of a knowledgeable
writer/director or two to warn the public of what is really going on (and what
would be coming down the road)?
Thanks for your time everyone.
With gratitude and respect,
CAF Notes & Links
Take Action
Question: From AB
Hi Catherine
Given recent events and looming possible events my wife and I are looking at
relocating away from Colorado to a more Conservative state that is less likely
to mandate vaccines, interfere with my child's education, gun rights etc. I understand that one of the reasons you were attracted to Hickory Valley in TN
was the financial stability of the state. What other factors did you consider for
that specific location. Are there other places in TN you could recommend or
indeed other states. TX and FL seem to be very sexy right now for an exit
destination however that just seems to set things up for failure whereas TN is
not really on most people's radar.
Many thanks for your great work
CAF Notes & Links
Factors in my decision:

The head of government relations for the Tennessee Firearms Association
gave a speech at a local gathering and explained that their membership by
county was more than 50% of the regularly voting population.
Lowest inflation rate in the Chapwood Index
Large number of local banks
Beautiful farm land
Large number of people who still did concrete jobs - truckers, plumbers,
farmers, etc.
Not as cold as South Dakota
For 2020
U-Haul reported it was the state with the largest growth in inventory of UHaul its arriving on one way trips
Question: From B
Hi Catherine,
Thank you so much for the work you do. I’ll get to the point
1. In a discussion on Ep 1 of your recent quarterly report you were discussing
how the US Military will be gutted under Biden. You also mentioned an
analysis you recently read regarding China’s and Russia’s first strike capability against the U.S. My hypothesis is that they are setting the U.S. up for military destruction and possibly occupation by “U.N.” Forces if the populism
problem becomes too big. They must know that the U.S. Military will not, at
least in its current state, turn against Americans. Do you think this is a viable
hypothesis?
2. Even if the above theory is off target, I am concerned that patriots or pop-

ulists will be targeted in several ways up to and including rounding them up
for “re-education” or worse. Is there any place in the world that is a suitable
“Plan B” should targeted Americans need to evacuate from the U.S., or at
least to a safe State within U.S., and start over somewhere. I have young
children. I’m looking for recommendations I can investigate further.
3. On another topic, I work in San Francisco and it’s clear that the homeless
and crime are being used as a tactic to drive people away. I assume vulture
capitalism is the objective. What is curious to me is that SF appears to be immune from the worst tactics of rioting, burning and looting seen in other
cities. My theory is that this is the case because it is the home base for so
many of the establishment and technocratic elites. Do you think SF is “protected” for some reason?
Thanks again, I know you are busy but would love to hear back from you.
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Question: From J
Catherine,
Your insight, experience and quest for truth that you share is so appreciated.
Have only been a subscriber for 6 months but have heard you on various radio talk shows for years. Thank you for all you do.
Have not heard you express any actionable intelligence or opinion on life insurance policies. I'm 58 years old and 30 years ago I purchased and own several of the old dividend paying no load whole life policies with a fixed premium where excess dividends purchase additional coverage (X-Riders). Premiums were paid heavily up front the first 7 years to avoid being modified
endowments and as stated from then forward the dividends have sufficiently
paid the premiums with any excess purchasing addition coverage. They all
have very considerable cash values so surrendering them would mean capital
gain obligations. Also the borrow rate against the policy is way too high. The
past couple years the dividends are barely covering the premiums but they
have done very well up until then. Carriers being Great West Life (Candian)

and Jefferson Pilot later acquired by Lincoln National. The insured is all my
kids, spouse, myself.
Question is with the coming reset, what will become of life policies? Obviously it's getting more difficult for them to find the kinds of returns they're
accustom to. If the currency gets changed to a “credit at the company store”
and if the “dollar” ceases being a viable currency will the insurance companies weasel out of their life obligations, as the contract premium and death
benefit are all in US dollars? I read how carriers got out of honoring the business interruption claims from the pandemic. Will they find a way to do the
same if suddenly millions of claims hit the industry from “injections” gone
wrong?
Or going further down the rabbit hole, if carriers remain solvent would benefits even go to the beneficiary or would they go to the government in the case
of a basic universal income? Could a clause be inserted that a recipient must
agree if they receive a death benefit; they agree to forfeit it to the government.
My guts been off about this for months and finally I’m reaching out for any
"actionable intelligence" you may have or related pitfalls I haven’t considered. Insurance industry “experts” I’ve spoken to consider these old policies
“gold” because nothing is available in the marketplace that even touches
what these contracts offer. But that's if the system remains intact I would assume. Your response would be greatly appreciated and again thank you for
all you do.
Respectfully,
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Question: From S (email)
Dear dear Catherine !
I dove in the deep end & now live on your glorious web page trying to get financial bearings.
I was alarmed by the info in Dr. Mark Skidmore interview 8/20. I am retired
US Postal carrier with
71% G 20% L 9%

C Fund $267k
What to do?! cash out & suffer the tax or wave goodbye to hard earned $
I understand you have a paying clientèle, & i would gladly pay for the time to
share your advice. It is a concern as i am 72
& have only a $100k annuity & SS to see me through
Needless to say your work & your mirthful laugh are a Godsend, Thank you,
mille fois.
I just came through Bucksnort on the drive to Baltimore
you are in a good place! If you ever need an attentive driver, holler.
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Asked a financial expert: Here is what he got from a colleague. You need to
check this. Bottom line, you should talk with TSP and an IRA provider to
confirm that you can roll into an IRA without paying taxes if you want to.
Hope that helps,
Catherine
Answer from a colleague who specializes in govt employees with a practice
in DC. The short answer is yes and they don’t have to pay tax unless the beneficiaries are non spouse or children’s generation as she says below..
“:Yes, you absolutely can roll over a Federal Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) account to an individual IRA -- assuming, of course, that the client has terminated employment with the Federal government. There used to be a specific
form for withdrawals,but it is now done online.
I have done this several times for clients, particularly prior to 2019 when they
revised the TSP distribution rules and allowed for more flexibility regarding
withdrawals. Prior to Sept. 2019, once you started distributions, your only
option was MONTHLY distributions with an ability to change the amount
once/year. In 2019, the withdrawal rules were changed substantially to allow
for monthly, quarterly, annual distributions as well as one-time distributions. Thus, the decision to rollover TSP accounts to an IRA for flexibility is
no longer as strong. However, in my opinion, it is still easier to deal with

Schwab regarding distributions -- and changes to distributions -- than the
TSP. To give you one example, I have one client who has taking monthly
RMD's and made the decision to suspend their RMD's in 2020 per the
CARES Act. It now appears that he needs to get a notarized signature from
his spouse to re-start the monthly distributions in 2021, something that was
not required for the initial RMD distribution.
There is still one compelling reason to think about rolling funds out of the
TSP. While the primary beneficiary can maintain an "Inherited TSP" after
the original account holder dies, there is no such thing as an "Inherited IRA"
for contingent, or secondary, beneficiaries. If the initial beneficiary-- e.g.,
the spouse -- keeps the money in the TSP, when h/she dies, the entire balances is paid to the secondary beneficiaries as a lump sum. It does NOT pass
to the second beneficiaries as tax-deferred money. So, for example, if you
have a retired Federal employee who has a large TSP and both s/he and the
spouse were to die together, the kids would be paid the entire TSP in one
lump sum, taxable payment.”
Question: From B&D
Dear Ms. Fitts:
My wife, microbiologist (formerly with Novartis, Bay area) and I, historian
(BA, Harvard, PhD Memphis, etc.; stints at Helsinki Collegium for Advanced
Studies and Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies, etc.), Bulgarians who have
lived in the US for many years, then Finland and now Denmark, follow your
work closely and admire your knowledge, wisdom, and courage greatly!
Inspired by you and other prominent figures, such as James Corbett, Daniel
Liszt, Joseph Farrell, Ryan Cristian, Whitney Webb, etc., we have composed
an open letter with hyperlinks (attached), which provides an overview of the
entire “global crisis of civil society since 2020”, as we conceive it, on the basis of the work of all above-mentioned fighters and others, for total beginners. We disseminated a Bulgarian version starting on Dec. 21, 2020 (great
conjunction) and an English version starting on Jan. 19, 2021 to all of our
contacts (about 600) via e-mail. With the help of a supporter, a Bulgarian
Protestant pastor based in Tennessee, we posted the Bulgarian version of the
open letter on (“the bible.com” as well as “shepherd.org”)

https://bibliata.com/
which leads to
https://lidersko.info/otvoreno-pismo-za-globalnata-kriza-na-grazhdanskoto-obshtestvo-ot-2020-godina-nasam/
as well as
https://pastir.org/otvoreno-pismo-za-globalnata-kriza-na-grazhdanskoto-obshtestvo-ot-2020-godina-nasam/
As we write this, the same is being done for the English version.
If you think this letter might be helpful to our common cause, in any shape or
form, by all means do feel free to make use of it as you see fit (pun unintended � ). Moreover, as you know, this week WEF is having their weeklong thing (referenced/hyperlinked in the letter) so action on our part seems
justified and timely.
Without taking up any more of your precious time, we remain in great admiration of your noble efforts on behalf of all humanity!
Thanks a million!
warm regards,
Love your work; Has the government created ways to take,Tax, confiscate
Bitcoin? I can’t help but think that it is not safe and nothing is.
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Question: From S (email)
Good evening,
Thank you for your contributions I have found them very useful and beneficial.
My question is can you direct me to any information you may have on the
website relating to private pensions as it directly relates to the economy.
Is there a better means of investing instead of private pensions? I feel somewhat nervous about having my money in private pensions where it’s being directly affected by policies being made that I don’t agree with.

Please help if you can.
Regards
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Question: From JM (email)
Catherine, I am a new subscriber i. XXXX. manages my ~$5 million portfolio. After listening to you, it's clear that XXXX does not follow your investment philosophy since my equity investments include the standard fare of
Walmart, etc. My guess is that they would not be open to my suggestion to
alter my holdings to be more reflective of companies who support non-centralized values. I'm all for doing what I can to change the red button to green,
but need my investment advisor to be on board. XXXX is most definitely
not, as has become clear after educating myself through Solari.
Are there any investment/wealth advisors that you recommend who share
your investment philosophy? I'm open to switching if I could find someone
who would be a good fit. I'm at a bit of a loss to even know how to go about
finding such a group at this stage in life as I'm 68 and single with no one to
look to for such advice. I'm quite concerned that the coming reset and digital
currency change will leave me penniless unless I take action now. Thanks in
advance for any suggestions you could offer.
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Question: From S&L T
Quick question.
This last week, our community was blind-sided by our school district launching a week long Black Lives Matter Week at School curriculum.
If you read the 13 principles (https://www.ames.k12.ia.us/school-news/black-

lives-matter-at-school-week-of-action-february-1-5-2021/), it reads like some
globalist or communist week long catechism class. What we now know is
that our school board and administration has been infiltrated by radical leftists over the last couple years without us detecting it. Now the curtain has
been pulled back. As you have been saying, our kids are not safe in the public school system. How right you were!!!
But being a solari subscriber, I’m looking deeper. I’m wondering if Ames is
being targeted by outside groups….such as the billionaires real estate acquisition club. There has been a lot of re-development along the main drag called
Lincoln way which runs through the Iowa State University campus and then
east just south of the downtown area of Ames. In fact, it almost looks like a
similar redevelopment that is currently taking place on Lake St. in Minneapolis. Hmmmm.
Question, can you let me know if Ames Iowa is in an economic opportunity
zone? If so, I think we will be getting our house on the market now before
the riots begin this coming summer….
We really appreciate you and almost feel like you are part of our family!!!
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Question: From CH
After listening to your most recent conversation with Joseph, I could not
agree more with getting as many hard copy books as possible. Getting opera,
pipe organ and other classical music on CD and storing on hard drives in the
next step for me. Do you have any recommendations for the must have
books, movies on DVD, and music that should be included in building a personal library? Other than what has already been posted on Solari. This is really war when they are coming for beautiful music and historical knowledge.
CAF Notes & Links
I have been working on lists and pressing Joseph to make one. Will add this
to our parking lot. Great idea.

Question: From JB
I have an idea and would like to know what everyone thinks. Since we are a
community I was wondering if we could set up a job board on this site where
we can let each other know about employment with like minded people both
remotely and physically if we can?
I think this could be a great way to help us all build wealth, pool our resources and create personnel within like minded organizations.
What do you all think? Catherine?
CAF Notes & Links
Crypto
Question: From RA
Catherine, I have followed your video interviews on YouTube for over 10
years, and more recently viewed your documentary about our current and
long planned for lockdown via pandemic. Now more than ever I am concerned for the times ahead, especially with knowledge of the planet lockdown
that will not end; and, for preparations I must make to survive what is coming. Firstly, I will tell you that I trust in God with my life and protection for
my family, for I know that for He loves us. He has given me the means to become debt free, and have the wherewithal to buy a small farm in northern
Idaho for a homestead. I am however very concerned about how that in the
coming technocracy people like us might find a reasonable strategy to navigate a path forward.
We have managed to purchase a large amount of the digital currency (XRP)
created by the San Francisco called Ripple. I believe that after 3 years of research, that significant evidence exists to suggest that XRP is likely the digital currency that will be chosen by the IMF, and the central bankers of the
world for cross border remittances.
I am confident that after so much evidence is woven throughout the relation-

ships between the US Treasury, The Fed, the World Economic Forum, and
the great host of inter-dependent private and governmental entities that it is a
almost certain. My many years of research gives me confidence that our investment will provide for a means to obtain a homestead in our older years. It
seems to me that this plan, however well intentioned or calculated might become a refuge but for a short time, maybe 5-10 years at best, until a mark for
the beast system is required?
You are wise, and have knowledge about these things, and what “they” have
planned for us. May I inquire with you for advise, or perhaps a paid consultation?
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Question: From GM and AM
What are your thoughts on the vulnerabilities of crypto-currency blockchain
storage/transmitting hardware (“nodes”) to natural and manmade events of an
electromagnetic nature (EMPs and CMEs)?
CAF Notes & Links
Yes, a Carrington hit plus aftermath would be a very hard scenario.
Recommended https://home.solari.com/special-solari-report-bitcoin-the-op-with-harry-blazer/
Will talk more about it this week in Ask Catherine. Regulators can drive the
price to $0 if and when they want.
Regulators killing BTC would look like a crypto smashing version of Covid
19. The governance structure is highly centralized.
Wondering if BlackRock has the nod from the Fed to start helping manipulate crypto prices.
Other:

Question: From RW
Dearest Ms. Catherine,
Let me start out by saying that I have not been following your work long. I
only learned of The Solari Report when your documentary about the “pandemic” came out. In just this short time your insightful publications have
meant so much to me because they validate and verify long standing suspicions that I have held and been nay-sayed about by even the most knowledgeable people I’ve known. So on to my question..
I think we’re all in agreement that the current world is changing. Things that
once mattered soon may not. When it comes to higher education i.e. degrees;
are there any fields or specializations that you would recommend pursuing?
Granted none of us can see the future I thought maybe perhaps you could
take a guess at what you believed would be more worthwhile not only due to
demand but because of the financial benefits as well.
Thank you for letting me pick your brain! My deepest regards to you for all
the work and knowledge you put forth!
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Question: From DW
Permanent fence? After the coup, then you occupy? National Guard numbers upped to 64K?
McDuff & Webb (Jan 23, 2021)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IKnvwEB6YU
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Question: From LDC
As I read through my town's Annual Financial Report, what am I looking
for?

CAF Notes & Links
Question: From EU
[In reply to Eli Dumitru. Did not see any question.]
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Will discuss on the next Ask Catherine. I have not missed the significance of
this election, just as I did not miss the significance of:
1. The creation of the private prison industry and the entrapment of millions
of people into slave labor camps starting in the mid-1990s dovetailing with
narcotics operations run with the help of US intelligence and enforcement
2. The financial coup d’etat of trillions from the US government and the bubbling of the housing markets with significant securities fraud designed to
empty US pension funds of real assets replace by funny paper.
3. The assassination of American citizens to effect political control, including
scores of witnesses to the Kennedy assssinations and after the church commission.
4. The use of electromagnetic weapons and techniques to target, mind control
and target citizens and use them for a variety of purposes
5. The growth and use of false flag operations, including 9-11, and related
police state laws, including OKC Act, Patriot Act, push for new domestic terrorism law as the ultimate step to maintain a decades long “negative return on
investment system.”
6. Increased election fraud (black box voting) and covert operations to engineer every election I can remember.
7. The financial bailouts doubling down on the financial coup
8. Spraying heavy metals and nanoparticles over our heads starting in the mid
1990s at a minimum, and addition to our food supply combined with the
steady deterioration of the food supply and the consolidation of the farm
land.
9. Use of weather manipulation and “natural disasterss” as weapons of war
and control
10. The adoption of FASAB 56 and the end of any financial integrity to US
government and corporate financial statements and hence the US securities
markets

11. The going secret of Harvard endowment and other pools of Capital
12. The adoption of the Going Direct Reset in 2019
13. The issuance of extensive cloud contracts by the US military and multiple
implementations to build the smart grid into human brains and bodies.
14. The ingestion of enormous amounts of propaganda, advertizing and mind
control to keep Americans from pushing the red button, including in their approach to the last round of elections.
Under no circumstances did I miss the 2020 Presidential election. If there is
any signal that this is an important event to the deterioration of representative
democracy, it is this so many Americans continued to believe that their help
would come from the White House in any major or significant form – including from a guy who adopted FASAB 56 and gave $10 billion to big pharma
to poison us. And they wasted millions of hours paying attention to it instead
of switching the real power lines. The election was rigged by the same Masonic networks descended from the one that created America and which has
been rigging elections ever since I can remember. The gap between running a
global empire and pretending that citizens in the dark who have absolutely no
understanding of the empire or what it takes to run and risk manage it can be
trusted to have a say in the middle management and pork allocations to them
has become unbearable.
While our situation is dire, it is nowhere near as dire as it will be if we trash
the Constitution and the second amendment and allow centralized control of
the food system. So I am not going to help anyone do that by saying it is
over. As Rappoport says ” Hopelessness is an op, and its planet wide.” He
also points out “This is a 10,000 year old war.” That is correct. I view it in
that perspective. I try as much as possible not to help the people centralizing
control.
It is not over – because I assure everyone here if and when it may become
over and there is no more Constitution it will likely be MUCH MUCH
MUCH MUCH worse than it is now. MUCH.
Strongly recommend you listen to this week’s Going Direct Reset.
Question: From C

Hi, Catherine. I would like to ask your opinion on something. I officially
moved to SW Florida in September. Subsequently, I saw a presentation by
David Icke which included a chart from event 201. The chart was color
coded to designate future land use (I guess you would call it) of this country.
The chart was colored mostly with spots of red and yellow with a bit of
green. The red was meant to designate no human population. SW Florida
was the most solidly red area on the entire map! I have been concerned about
being here especially due to water issues. It is very beautiful with amazing
weather, in my opinion , as a senior citizen who wanted to escape the cold.
However, now I am wondering about the future of this already fragile area
which is growing leaps and bounds with folks leaving northern cities. I am
thinking either the elite want to clear it out to have for themselves of they just
want to destroy it as it is more trouble than it is worth to them. Your
opinion? Thank you so much.
I am also still looking for my tribe so please let me know of any meet ups in
Florida. Thank you. C.
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Question: From JM
Catherine, I'm a new subscriber and am writing to tell you how touched I was
at your personal message at the end of the January 21st Money & Markets
video at the 1:37:12 mark referencing walking through the valley of the
shadow of death during your decade-long storm. The part that really resonated with me was your saying that one should let the storm pass
over....don't engage it energetically...let it go. Thank you for that nugget of
wisdom.
Have you written or spoken elsewhere at length about that difficult decade of
your life? I've seen snippets of it woven into some of your other writings, but
am interested to know more about what you went through, what you learned
and how it changed you. Many thanks for sharing your experiences.
CAF Notes & Links

Question: From KJ
Hello Catherine,
You have an extraordinary professional breath of knowledge of the world of
finance and the forces at work that move money. Would appreciate your
opinion for those of us involved in a forced retirement from large corporations as to what to consider when determining pension payout, annuity vs
lump sum.
Your perspective would add clarity to the decision making process. Currently there is considerable noise in the channel.
Thank you,
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Question: From C
Hi Catherine,
We are getting ready to put our house of 20-plus years on the market. We
thought we had identified a good real estate agent, but we've learned that she
is quite susceptible to fear porn and is getting the injection.
In my view, this rules her out (although husband does not see what difference
it makes). I do not think we can count on someone who is fear-porn-susceptible (not to mention physically compromised by
injection) to fully represent our interests. Is it wishful thinking to find a real
estate agent who understands the real deal? What do you think about a "for
sale by owner" approach in the current climate? We're not sure we have the
skills to successfully market the property without the backing of an agent and
an agent's marketing resources.
Thanks!
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Question: From CE (email)
Good afternoon,
For some reason, it looks like you live in Basel. Is this true? My husband
and I live in Lugano, but also have a small house on a mountaintop in southern Italy. We moved here in the spring of 2019, and of course the world has
gone nuts since then. I’m a new member.
Do you have any specific advice or insights into those of us who are expats,
what to do with our money? We are renting here, and are planning to move
the bulk of our taxable accounts (about $600k) to Switzerland. We’ll have to
leave our IRA’s in the US for tax purposes, and we also have federal civil
service (FERS) retirements, will (hopefully!) get Social Security in 1 ½ yrs
when we’re 70.
If you could point us in the right direction, or give me a clue where to look on
the website so we can try to navigate this great reset and support our local
Swiss and Italian based folks.
Thanks for any insights.
Best regards,
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Question: From SH (email)
So, what are they nervous about? What is driving this time line? @ ~27:20
Why are they rushing this? That part of the conversation seems to have been
edited out. I have my own theories, but I would like to know what yours are.
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Question: From G (email)
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-27/fed-ending-term-repos-reflects-liquidity-feast-for-dealers
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-28/china-crushes-a-highly-lucrative-bond-trade-in-just-30-days
These are two articles I do not exactly understand. Are they working together?
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Question: From JM
Massive thank you for the work you do. I am new to Solari and as I work my
way through your indomitable amount of content I find myself wondering if
you have heard of the following people: Robert Fritchie from the World Services Institute, Bruce Lipton, Joe Dispenza, and David Icke? I believe these
people are all in line with your thinking and worldview. With gratitude.
CAF Notes & Links
I have read, listened to and posted all but Fritchie. He is new to me.
Question: From DB
Have you posted your IP address on the website, so subscribers can still find
you even if the regular internet goes down?
CAF Notes & Links
Don’t believe that will work.
Question: From WP
Nanobot in Biden?
This is a link from the Rense site.
It may not be real, but it might be.

https://rense.com/general96/biden-borg.php
In the article, you can click on the YouTube video
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Depending on who and what you believe, the amount of chipping, including
with nanoparticles, that has gone on is significantly greater that most people
could fathom. Question is how far cloning has gone.
Reminds me of Peter Beter’s claims that the Presidents were clones. The
creepy technology at play in our world is disturbing. Appreciate Jeff’s efforts
to try to figure it out.
Hard to believe that the current Biden is the same guy we saw six months
ago.
Question: From HN
Discussion about Militarized hedge funds on blockchain
That’s Alison McDowell’s characterization of the Agenda 21/30/50 …
“game” that is unfolding on the planet. I just saw Sayer Ji’s interview of her
from December 26
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNJRP2PkYCM&t=8885s
Haven’t checked out her website yet
https://www.WrenchInTheGears.com
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I have been going through her bond material, trying to understand. Just need
the time to plow through!
Question: From KH
Does anyone here really know why the military remains in DC? And who authorizes them?
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Question: From

Catherine-I joined for a 6 month subscription a few weeks ago after seeing
one of your videos. My family finds the content engaging. We do have a
question though, Would you be willing to share with us if you are a graduate
of the Landmark Fourem? All of My immediate family are and after listening to your speaking I find a lot of similarities to the graduates of that work.
Hope you are well and keep up the good fight,
Conclusion:
Question:
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Additional Resources
Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input

